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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the generalized (2, F) sequences. They are introduced in [1] and 
[2], and some of their properties are studied in [1], [2], [5], [7], [8], and [9]. The generalized 
(2, F) sequences {*,•},*<) and (yj/lo a r e defined by their first two elements and two linear 
equalities: 

xQ=a, xx = b, y0 = c,y1 = d, 
xn+2 = axn+l +fiyn, yn+2 = yyn+l+Sxm 

for n>0. In [1] the following open problem is given: Find a closed form of xn and yn for 
arbitrary n, i.e., represent them as functions of n, a, b, c, d, a,fi,y, and 8. In [5] such functions 
are obtained. They have one of the following five forms: 

where pl9 p2,p3, and p4 are the roots (complex in the general case) of the equation 
p4 - (a + r)p2 + ayp-(38 = 0 

(the above five cases correspond to four simple roots, two simple roots and one double root, ..., 
two double roots, respectively) and Q, 1 < / < 8 are (complex) constants depending on a, b, c, d, 
and pj9 1 < J < 4. 

We shall give an alternative closed form for xn and yn. Our approach is fully combinatorial 
(it is based on an enumeration of weighted paths in an infinite graph) whereas the Georgieu-
Atanassov method is from linear algebra (it uses Jordan's factorization form of some matrix). 
More concretely, we shall prove the following. 

Theorem 1 (Main result): The equalities 

4p+q+r=n-4^ ^ J\ J 4p+q+r=n-Y^ ^ J\ J 

+ ' I (ptq)[p+r1)*9F¥Ysp+d I (ptq)(ptr)*P»Ys> 
4p+q+r=n-2y ¥ A J 4p+a+r=n-3^ ^ J\ f J 

and 
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4p+q+r=n-2^- ^ ^ ^ ' 4p+q+r=n~3^ ^ / V / 

•q+r=n-4 V y / \ / 4c+g+r=«-l V 

r/» + ? - l V p + r aqppyr8p 

4p+q+r=n-4 ^ * / \ / 4p+q+r 

hold for every « > 2, where all sums are taken for nonnegative integer values of/?, q, and r. 

2* PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 

Our basic construction is an infinite directed graph G = (V, E) with weighted edges: 
The set of vertices is V = {W} KJ {Xt \ i G Z>0} KJ {Yt \ i G Z>0} (here Z>0 denotes the set of non-

negative integers). The set of edges is E = ^ u ^ u ^ u ^ u ^ , where Ex - {(Xi9 Xt^\i > 2}, 
all edges from Ex have weight a and we shall call them edges of type A. Analogously, the set of 
edges of type 5 with weight /? is E2 = {(Xi9Yi_2)\i^2}9 the set of edges of type C with weight y 
is E3 = {(Yl9 Y^) | i > 2}, and the set of edges of type D with weight 6 is E4 = {(Yi9 Xt_2) | / > 2}. 
The last set E0 consists of the following four edges: (Xl9 W) with weight a, (XQ, W) with weight 
5, (Yl9 W) with weight c, and (J ,̂ W) with weight d. A graphical representation of G is given in 
the figure below. 

We define the weight of a path in G as the product of weights of its edges. For two arbitrary 
vertices vl9 v2 G V, vx * v2, we define the function co(yl9 v2) as the sum of the weights of all paths 
from vx to v2 in G; for vx = v2? we set co(vl9 v2) = 1. The following lemma shows the connection 
between function G? and sequences {*,}£<>> {yy}Jl0-

Lemma 1: m{Xh W) - xt and o?(IJ, Ff) = j / , hold for every i G Z>0. 

Proof: The proof is straightforward by induction on i. For i G {0,1}, we have 
&(XQy W) = a9 ®)(xh W)-b9 w(YQ, W) = c9 and a)(Yh W) = d. For i > 2, we observe that every 
path from Xf to If starts with the edge (Xi9Xt_{) or with the edge (Xf,Yf_2). Thus, 
G)(Xif W) = aa>(XHl, W) + fiatf^, W) = a x ^ + j0y,_2 - x,. The proof for ^ W) is similar. D 

We shall compute some values of the function co that we shall use further. 

Lemma 2: The following equalities hold for every i , ; e Z , i > j > 1 (all sums are taken for non-
negative integer values of/?, f, and r): 

a>(jr„jry) = 
4p+q+r=i-j 

aqppyrSp, 
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2. <o{YiJ})= £ (P+^l)(P^)a^YSp, 
4p+q+r=i-j^- ^ ' ^ ' 

3- ^,,1}) = I [Ptq)(Ptr)*fi>*YS>, 
4p+q+r=i-j-2^ ^ / V / 

4. a>(Yi,XJ) = X (Ptq)(Ptr)*fiprrS>t 
4p+q+r=i-j-2 

Proof: We shall prove case 1 only; the proofs of 2, 3, and 4 are similar. 
Let us consider the structure of an arbitrary path from Xt to Xy Edges of type B and D 

alternate, starting with an edge of type B and ending with an edge of type D. It is clear also that 
there are edges of type C only between neighboring pairs (B9 D) and there are edges of type A 
only between neighboring pairs (D, B) at the beginning and at the end. Therefore, the considered 
path has the form 

A... ABC...CD A... ABC...CD:.. A... ABC...CD A...A, 
<l\ r\ 4i h 9P

 r
P Vi 

where the number of edges of types B and D is p, the number of edges of type A is q = Zf^1 q^ 
and the number of edges of type C is r = Ef=i rk. It is known that the number of all nonnegative 
ordered p + l-tuples with sum q is (pqq) and the number of all nonnegative ordered p-tuples with 
sum r is [p+r

r~l). Since the tuples (q\,q2,--,cIp+i) and Q\9r29...9rp) are independent, we obtain 
that the total number of paths from Xt to Xj with q edges of type A9 p edges of type B9 r edges 
of type C, and/? edges of type D is {pqq){p+r

r~l). Their weight is aq(3pyr8p. Thus, we need all 
admissible values of/?, q9 and r to compute a>(Xi9 Xj). Since the difference between indices of 
the vertices adjacent to the edge of type B or D is 2 and the difference for the edges of type A or 
C is 1, we have that i-j = 4p + q+r. That is why we obtain 

4p+q+r=i-j^ ^ / V / 

where the sum is taken for nonnegative integer values of/?, q9 and r. D 
Now we are able to prove our main result (Theorem 1). 
Proof of the Main Result: Let us observe that the last edge of an arbitrary path from Xn to 

Wis (X09 W) or (Xl9 W) or (Y0, W) or (Yl9 W). Thus, 

Let us observe also that every path from Xn to X0 ends with edge (Y2, X0) and every path from 
Xn to Y0 ends with edge (X29 Y0). That is why 

The proof for j w is similar. • 

Finally, we mention that some other problems from [1]-[11] can also be solved using the 
described method. 
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